In this paer, we show ta feedback-linearation in conjunction with the passivity property of rigid robots can guaranee the robstness of the clsed-loop robotic system despite large uncertainties in e inetia matix. The (A,,B,C) is SPR. Then, using the passivity results [5], one can show the asymptotic stsbility of (3.6) when h is kmown but D is Ot.
. Unfortunately, inexact cancellations in the inmer-lop of the feedback-linearizabity appc h (also known as inverse-dynamis, computed-torque, iner/outer) may result in oss of stablity which limits hie applicability of these result as disclssed in [3, 4] . The 
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The conditio on a is tha stated in the Theorern, while b is arbitray. 
